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March 18, 1992 

Dear Mr. Moore: 

The annotations below refer to your correspondence of February 24, 1992. 
The reference numbers are marked on the enclosed photocopy of your letter. 
Also enclosed is a copy of my first letter to you, dated June 14, 1991, 
which you apparently did not receive. ^ 

1. To date, I have not had either -i o'W ters to you 
returned by SMI. The attached co j h\ ) SMI should 
provide you with more details aboi 1 Q i o ter. 

l-otlu /Wlw K1% 2. The emphasis here was intended to , T s. I agree 
that the writing style of your bo , read, as I 
indicate in my original letter to j . H-eH* ) s to support 
"the definitive" solution to the Ji-K assassination, your book does not 
present or support the facts in a coherent, logical or accurate way. 
The highest-quality writing style can not transform poor content into 
substance of high merit. My June letter itemizes some of the serious 
deficiencies I identified in your book to support my opinion. 

3. I do not understand how you draw this assumption from my February 19 
letter. Both Conspiracy of One and High Treason are entertaining in 
their own way. Both bring up interesting points. Neither book, in its 
entirety, has a high degree of technical merit in my humble opinion. 

4. I am looking forward to your next reply. 

5. Page 2 of my June letter addresses the timing of the first shot. I 
suggest reading the referenced (3) publication, since you may not have 
seen it. As I stated, the analyses of the Willis and Betzner data 
alone might indicate that the first shot occurred at the mid-high Z- 
190's. In fairness, if the reactions of the photographed witnesses are 
also taken into account, the first shot could have occurred as early as 
Z-190. The authors' conclusion in the Journal of Forensic Sciences, 
that the shot might have occurred as early as Z-186, is not supported 
by the body of their paper and is in direct contradiction with 
Betzner's statement. By the way, the authors also contend that the 
first shot hit the President. 

A discussion of your book's misrepresented eyewitness testimony is 
presented in my June letter on pages 3 and 4. 

6. Did Holmes and Skelton change their recollections after their Warren 
Commission testimony? Did you, as a youngster, accurately record the 
conversations? Which perceptions are to be believed? The public 
record of their eyewitness account does not support a first-bullet road 
hit. I assume your reference to Rackley is to George W. Rackley, Sr. 
(6H273-277). If you have extracted some relevant information out of 
"Pop" Rackley, I am sure that the world would like to be let in on it. 
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1. A Fordlan Oswald is my way of quickly capturing the general depiction 
or Lee Harvey Oswald as he was originally portrayed by the Warren 
Commission and the media. Rather than trying to rationally interpret 
the significance of Oswald's complex actions, it was easier and less 
harmful to simply call him a "kook." Gerald R. Ford lead the narrow- 
minded analysts with his article in Life Magazine in 1964 and with his 
book, Portrait of the Assassin, in 1965 and still supports this 
characterization today (along with Bel in, you, an ever-decreasing 
segment of the public, and a large segment of the media). 

8- I was quoting Jim Bishop. I suppose I should have indicated: 
Dr. [sic] Pepper." 

9. People have seized on the Dr Pepper discussion because you devote too 
much text to it, citing it more than once and putting it on your dust 
coyer. It seems that you are learning, however, since "Dr Pepper” is 
not an entry in the index, nor found on the jacket, of the new 
paperback version of your book. 

!°. 'Preferring Dr Pepper' is different than "habitually drank Dr Pepper" 
*-53]. By the way, your hastily composed sentence contains a double 
negative, obfuscating its meaning. 

11. A Cured will almost always be called a Band-Aid, and all brands of 
transparent tape are likely to be called Scotch. The power of this 
phenomenon should not be overlooked when witnesses identify a cola- 
looking soft drink. 

12. My assertion was meant to hyperbolize the whole silly topic. 

13. Jim Marrs was kind enough to respond to his copy of my June letter. 
His comment, which I quote in my February letter to you, seemed quite 
appropriate vis-a-vis the McCarthy-era language you evoke on the last 
page of your POSTSCRIPT. I know of no one else who publicly espouses 
such a harsh opinion of the critics nowadays. I assure you that I rely 
on my own common sense when making observations regarding your book. 

14. Apparently, my June letter to you satisfied Mr. Marrs enough for him to 
write, "Your analysis is right on and long overdue." 

15. The people I copied appeared in your book and are mentioned in my June 
jet.ter; I hope it is a little clearer why I chose them when you read 
it. Shaw and Howard are not in my letter. I spoke with them before I 
knew your book existed. They were very hospitable towards me and the 
other visitors of the "JFK Assassination Research Center." I phoned 
Larry Howard much later to obtain Groden's address and mentioned that 
I was mailing a letter to you. He naturally said he would appreciate 
a copy of the letter and I obliged. Considering your references to him 
in your book, I thought it was only fair. I do not necessarily align 
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myself with the views of any of the people I copied. I was merely 
seeking some feedback from a variety of potentially interested sources. 

16- conclusions are found among pages 7-11 in my June letter. 
Specifica1ly, I conclude that all past efforts to provide a solution 
have tailed, and nothing currently exists to honestly and competently 
inform the public of the status of the situation. My "answer" to this 
problem is proposed, in part, on page 9. 

17. I am not interested in media exposure (sorry, nothing to promote), nor 
with scoring debating points. I truly do not see how a media debate 
between you and I would advance understanding. I wish you success in 
arranging debates with prestigious opponents, since that appears to be 
one of your major goals. 

I would, however, like to challenge you to attempt to publish the 
analysis and proof of your definitive solution in a peer reviewed 
journal, such as the Journal of Forensic Sciences. 

18. I have not shared an "attitude" with the rest of the world. I provided 
you with "honest criticism . . . directed toward something in the text" 
U19J and shared my observations with some of those who you identified 
in your published dissertation. You have put your book in the public 
arena. If I may borrow a phrase from Lincoln: "The world will little 
note nor long remember what we say here." Certainly, all those 
potential book-buyers out there will never see my thoughts. 

19. Excuse me, but my honest opinion of your final thought is that it 
completely lacks sensibility. 'Asinine' was the first word to come to 
mind when I originally read the end of your POSTSCRIPT, so that's the 
word I used. By writing, "Your final asinine thought," I, of course, 
do not mean to imply that all your other referenced thouqhts are also 
asinine. 3 

20. Why I should assess any of Josiah Thompson's ideas any differently 
because of this statement is beyond me. 

21• When evaluating written work, I first pay attention to the worthiness 
of the thoughts and ideas expressed, not to my perceptions of the 
character of the person writing them. As far as the JFK assassination 
literature goes, there is often information of high merit among hogwash 
on the same page, whether a fancy and convincing writing style may be 
used or not. For example, Bonar Menninger's much maligned recent book, 
Mortal Error (St. Martin's Press, New York, 1992), cites the fact that 
no exit portal is evident on the back of Kennedy's head in the Moorman 
photograph (page 55 and photo section). I also believe that this 
observation is significant as stated on page 6 of my June letter. 
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22. It is clear that historical and political approaches have proven to be 
altogether inadequate in producing a solution and have resulted in 
confounding progress. Still, one's professional education should not 
hinder one from obtaining honest knowledge if one puts integrity above 
all else. 

23. Personal praise to you from all these people is nice. Praise to your 
book from people knowledgeable about the events surrounding the JFK 
assassination is a different issue. 

24. 'Emotional' is sometimes used as an antonym of 'rational.' I try not 
to let my ideas and actions become irrational because of emotion. 

However, many actions do stem from emotion. The emotions I feel from 
this endeavor are enjoyment and satisfaction. Some read romance novels 
or bridge books - for several reasons, I currently find the JFK 
assassination more interesting than most other subjects. And, it is 
one of several equally time-consuming avocations. I assure you, it 
does not adversely impact, and probably enhances, my top priorities of 
career, family and health. I see its intrigue; it will never become a 
sickness or an obsession. 

Bob Astheim 


